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m Powell
I Reports
Progress

Wilborn Issues Call
To Unite Forces

[ Student Affairs
Report Nearing
Completion \

In outlining plans for the year,
The council reported It has
By ALLIN TRIMBLE
$2,110 in Its treasury. The
Wilborn
said:
"Among
the
IsManaging Editor
sues will be a suggested plan Board of Regents recently apStudent Government Pres-for a more active role In cer- proved a $7,500 budget for the
ident Steve Wilborn in his**0r educational ventures, fur- Student Council. This ls twice
«^^«_JJ
..t_ ,rx^«*he steps to spur the growth of as much as it- approved last
oppemng address to the 1968 ^ student discount, a
re- year but only half the amount
Executive Dean J. C.
•69 ■ Student Council chal- organization of the council so requested by the council.
Powell reported last night
that It will become a truly repParking space, food prices
lenged the g
U1
p to
i« "unite
"^ resentatlve body the appolnt- and housing are topics schthat the Student Affairs
under a common purpose of ment of various task force coin- . eduled to be discussed at the
Committee has "made considresponsible power."
mittees to furnish the council next meeting in the Grise
erable
progress."
next Tuesday at 5:15.
with pertinent facts, and a full Room
After
an hour-long session
wilborn formally opened the discussion of the Powell report."
late yesterday, Powell appeared
council term with his address In reference to the Powell
optimistic that the committee he
Tuesday night.
Report wilborn said he thought
chairs would have completed a
In his address Wilborn saldlt necessary "to set the record
first draft within the next
the council should "look In re--straight. I'm somewhat surprlsmonth.
trospect at our past year, but ©d to find that the reason the
"Our basic fundamental cononly If we use It as an Impetus report ls «* complete Is that
cepts have been tentatively
for the future. . . the challenge the Student Advisory Committee
drawn." Powell said. "Now we
ls yours the challenge ls mine. ^ late m finishing itsc remust get down to the all-ImWe have but a few short port. Of course those of us who
portant business of specifics."
months to accomplish the un- served on the committee are
Development of disciplinary
Six Journalists from the Progaccomplished.
procedures and formulation of
honored that our report was the
general regulations in specific
"Today ls the day that you keystone around which all was ress and a Journalism professor
will attend the Kentucky Intercolareas is what now awaits the
must start searching for those held In place."
committee of seven
faculty
that will be your leaders tomHe further added, "We call on legiate Press Association conmembers, Powell reported.
orrow. Today ls the day you Mr. Powell in all haste to bring vention tomorrow and Saturday
Powell said the committee haa
must realise the magnitude of the report to us," so that the In Covington Ky.
mapped out plans to meet twe
Representing
the
Progress
will
your responsibility."
council will have an opportunity
hours weekly, with individual
be Craig Ammerman, editor-inconferences scheduled intermitWilborn commended the coun- to discuss the report.
chief;
Allen
Trimble,
managing
In , reference to President editor; Joe Edwards, news edtently until the report is ready
cil for its., record during the
to submit to the president and
past year. He cited examples of Martins statement concerning itor; Karl Park, sports editor;
Board of Regents.
the council dealing with serious "hippies ylppies, beatniks and Donna Foust, feature editor;
"I'm
well
pleased
with
the
others
of
the
unwashed,"
Wilcampus problems in an effective
Gayle Schloss, research editor,
progress we've made thus far,"
and forthright manner, which born said: "If they have the and Glen Kieine, faculty adviser
Powell said. "No one Is more
Intellect
and
mind
that
ls
willing
John Harris catches a nap while brought favorable response from
anxious
to finish this study than
to
the
Progress.
waiting for his father. John, 6, area press. He read an editorial to work, I welcome them with
era. But we arc aware of the
The convention will meet at
open
arms,
I
hope
It
is
a
feeling
is o first grade student at Model which had appeared in campus
need to take great care because
Northern Community College and
Laboratory School and his father and local papers commending the council has, and one It can at the White House Inn, both in
of the tremendous Importance of
Philip H. Harris, is an art in- the council for its ? effective agree upon."
th* subject matter.'
In other council business, it Covington. Approximately 50
'The Student Affairs Comstructor. Photo by Craig Clover handling of campus problems.
was announced that class elec- persons are expected to attend,
mittee and two advisory groups
tions will be held October 17. according to Kieine, one of three
were formed in the fall of 1967
by President Robert Martin to
Election petitions are now avail- advisers to the association..
Ammerman ls vice-president
determine the rights and reable in room 201 of the Student
sponsibilities of students with
Union Building, with deadlines -if the association.
emphasis placed on the
Guest speakers at the sessions
for filing the petitions stated on
Student government president special
of "in loco parentls."
are slated to be Ollie James,
the petition.
Steve Wilborn called on his con- concept
One
advisory
was formcolumnist
and
editorial
writer
stituents to "unite for respon- ed by students group
It was announced that a secand another by
for
the
Cincinnati
Enquirer;
sible
power"
In
an
address
to
retary- receptionist is on fullthe personnel in the Dean of
the Student Council Tuesday Student
time duty in the Student Council Katherlne Peden, Democratic
Affairs office.
candidate
for
the
U.
S.
Senate,
night.
(Staff
Photo
by
Ken
office In the Student Union BuildThe
student
group, headed by
Harlow)
and Marlow Cook, her Republican
ing as of October 1.
student government president
It was reported that approx- opponent. James has facetiously
Steve Wilborn, released a nineSeifer were appointed and ap- decision reversed by the adBY JOE EDWARDS
campaigned for President this
page report in late April. Powimately
1600
student
discount
proved to their posts last spring, mlnlstraton in four years."
ell said the student affairs pertickets had been sold, and that year in the Enquirer.
NEWS EDITOR
The twQ fresnmen were appointOffenders may accept the serv- the figure could possibly rise to Kieine said a purpose
of
sonnel
submitted a "narrative
Swearlng In ceremonies for ed and approved this week by ices of the court's defense attorthe convention will be to "train
report which'dealt with present
over
2
000.
These
tickets
will
Justices of Eastern's student Steve Wilborn, president of the ney, defend themselves or have
rules now in operation and the
be sold in the Student Govern- editors of Kentucky collegiate
court are set for tonight at 7 Student Council,
problems they saw In those
someone else defend them , Reh- ment office.
newspapers and provide an opin the Student Council Office, According to chief Justice Reh- fuss said. .
nrcas."
portunity to discuss mutual conKeen Johnson Student Union fuss, the court primarily hears
Because of the swift action
He said this year the court will
cerns." Possible
discussion
Building.
traffic and parking offenses, but divide Into two lower branches
taken
by the Powell Committee,
topics, he said, will be expansion
Progress cdltor-ln-chlef Craig
Justices to be sworn in are last year also heard cases such which will alternately hear the
of the Kentucky College Press
_.
_
Ammerman announced he would
Steve Rehfuss, chief Justice; Rob- as float violations by organita- Increasing number of parking and
Service initiated last year and
Twenty-six Eastern undergraduate women were not
reprint the student advisory
ert Sanders, assistant chief Jus- tions at Homecoming.
traffic violators.
The lower
feasibility of
conducting pledged to Alpha Gamma Delta Fraternity during cere- group's report at the present
tice; John Bleldt, and Larry DenRehfuss pointed out that traf- courts each will have "four or President Martin announced the
opinion surveys on the state's '
■
i_ i i i V c J
*..
.i_
»i L
time as had been earlier planny, seniors; Paul Eric Abercrum-flee and parking violators can five" members, he said. Dr. Wil- Monday the construction of an college campuses on selected monies held last Sunday afternoon at the Alpha Gamma ned.
bie; Guy Colson, and Christ Le- "appeal" their offenses, to the liam Berge of the history de- additional 197 parking spaces, issues. He said that one of the Delta chapter house on the University of Kentucky campus, "Because many had viewed
wandowski, Juniors; Karen Hen- court before paying their fines partment ls adviser to the court. which will help alleviate the main considerations in attemptthe plans to publish the student
derson; Jim Insco, and Ann Wat- After hearing cases, the court
The court does not hear student campus parking problem.
lng to determine a Kentucky The former Pi Alpha Theta
Each Eastern Alpha Gamma report as a pressuring technique
son, sophomores, and Dave Gu- then rejects or accepts the ap- discipline cases, Rehfuss added,
A parking lot with a capacity Collegiate Profile was safe- members will become charter pledge was pinned by her sis- and because the Powell ComJ"
lick and Elizabeth Selfer, fresh- peals. Established fines for the but said that toe court ls await- of 60 automobiles will be built guarding against bias in these members of Gamma Omicron ter-mother from the University mlttee has demonstrated a real
men
violations are listed in the stu- ing issuance1 of the Powell Re- behind the Mary Francis Rich- polls.
chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta of Kentucky chapter. A reception desire to finish their work." AmJerry Carter will be sworn dent handbook.
port concerning such Juris- ards Alumni House. The Alumni He added that the association Qn Saturday. October 26. when..at the chapter house followed the merman said, "we have decided
hold off on printing the stuIn as defense attorney. Mike Wills "The court's decisions actual- diction.
house is directly across Lan- may discuss requesting a st*te they will be Initiated and formal- ceremony. Mrs. James E. Hump- to
dent's
work.
will be the prosecuting attorney, ly are recommendations," Rehcaster Avenue from Blanton (Continued on Page Seven)
ly installed. They will have the hrey, Jr., installation chairman,
"Our only interest is seeing
AU except Gulick and Miss fuss said, "but we haven't had a (Conttnedaa
)
House, the President's home.
historically slgnlfcant honor of and Miss Beth Brandenburgh, this report finished in a responbeing the first National Panhell- both of Lexington, were in char- sible fashion so the students
enic Conference member group ge of arrangements along with will know where they stand,"
he added. "As long, as the Powon Eastern's campus to be char- Epsilon Chapter officers.
The new pledges are Janet ell Committee continues to show
tered as well as the 100th chapDale Angel, Marlene Yvonne progress, we will continue to
ter of Alpha Gamma Delta.
show good faith in them."
Gamma Omicron will be the Boot he, Deborah Lynn DawMembers of the Powell Comkins,
Linda
Jeanne
Davis,
Debthird chapter of the fraternity
mittee
arc: Mrs. Aimice Alexin Kentucky. Epsilon Chapter at orah Ann Digby, Nancy Louise ander, Dr. Evelyn Francis, Lee
the University of Kentucky was Ehrenberg, Mary Jean Hamp- Gentry, Mrs. Dixie Mylum, Dr.
chartered in 1908, and Gamma ton, Elisabeth Gay Jennings, Alfred Patrick.
Dr. William
Carol Lee Johnson, Carol Rae Sexton and Dr. Robert StebXI
Chapter
at
Murray
State
UniEastern Kentucky Univesity me I'm old fashioned and that William Ken McCarty, Lexversity University received its King, Christian Helen Lewando- bins.
Monday officially dedicated John patriotism ls dead. I've known lngton businessman and longtime
wskl, Vicki Ruth Long, Pacharter in October 1966.
Hanlon Drive in honor of a Viet- men who were unafraid to die friend of Lieutenant Hanlon, liktricia Elisabeth McDevltt, BevMiss
Linda
Phillips
and
Miss
nam battlefield hero from Car- for principles that are Ameri- ened Hanlon's training and develerly Sue Meece. Carol Mae MilBrenda
Sandker.
the
new
chaproll County.
can, and I'll never forget these opment in home and school to
tor's president and 1st vice presi- !«*, Rebecca Susan Nance Linda
President Robert R. Martin men."
the growth of the hardwood from
dent respectively, presided at the Gay]* Nunn, Virginia Ann Preece,
said that Lieutenant Hanlon, a
which a fine violin ls made.
Scott, Sharn Elaine
pledging service as they had al- Linda
1964 graduate, "symbolizes all
Shlveley,
Patricia Ann Slpes,
ready
been
initiated
into
Alpha
While at Eastern Hanlon was
(he young men from Eastern who
Patricia Ann Swange, Vicky
Gamma
Delta
during
the
fratercommander of the Pershlng Rifare serving their country on the
nity's International Convention Jane Tanner, Georgia Mae
le Honor Society of the Army
The annual fall fraternity rush
battlefield."
Thomason and Lee Diane will
in
June,
1968
at
Tan-TarA,
ROTC.
During
Ids
senior
year
be held October 6 through
Hanlon a graduate of CarrollLake of the dzarks, Missouri. Watson.
he won the first National Guard
October 12.
ton High School; his parents, Mr.
Alpha Gamma Delta ls an inAssociation scholarship at EastActivities will Include a banand Mrs. C, S. Hanlon, and other
ternational organisation which quet, smoker, a pep rally, fraPresident Robert Martin and ern. Entering active duty in
members of his family; his fianIncludes chapters on six Can- ternity . parties, concluded by
cee. Miss Sylvia Duncan of Louis- Dr. Dwynal PettinglU, chairman February. 1964, he was assigned
adian university campuses, the rushees and Greeks sitting toto
the
llth
Air
Assault
Division.
of
the
political
science
departville, and' friends were guests
only National Panhellenlc group gether at the Eastern-Middle
Among others
at Monday's
of the University at a luncheon ment, announced this week that
with that many Canadian chap- Tennessee football game.
ceremonies
were
Hanlon's
brothfive Eastern students are parand dedication ceremonies.
ters.
The purpose of the rush is to
ticipating in a Frankfort Sem- er, Courtland Lee Hanlon; his
Hanlon received the Silver Star ester Intern program.
sister, Mrs. Clinton McAfee;
enable students to rush, who
Founded
in
1904
at
Syracuse
In 1966 for gallantry in action
Dr. Glenn Carey, associate University, Syracuse, New York, were academically Ineligible
Funded by state money, the Mrs. Robert Martin; university
during a clear and hold operation program
dean of the college of arts and the fraternity now has over 230 during the spring semester. It
officials, student council officials
gives
political
science
in Vietnam. According to his
s.ai
sciences,
announced this week the alumnae organisations and a will also let the fraternities rein and members of the military a)
citation, Hanlon, wounded in the students actual experience
avallibility of application forms membership of over 50,000. A cuperate from graduation losses
the workings of state government Eastern.
back and side by automatic rifle for a period of six months.
for the Woodrow Wilson National program of high scholarship , from the past year. One of the
In a latter to Dr. Martin ex
fire, retained effective control
Fellowship Foundation grants.
State officials awarded twelve pressing his thanks for the honor
participation in campus activit- prime reasons ls to enable fraover his platoon and "directed grants this semester to stu- Hanlon said "My greatest prldt
The Woodrow Wilson Founda- ies, and altruistic endeavors are ternities to build their site to
the fire and deployment of his dents In state-supported colleges is to know that John Hanlon Driv<
tion has released Information in all stressed by Alpha Gamma let them qualify to become namen."
its Identification Program that Delta.
tional.
and universities, five of which is not Just to honor an individual
Eastern's Board of Regents were Eastern students. In ad- but shall represent the ideals o
Rush week begins October 6
offers 1,000 designates for gradWork with the National Society with
recently voted to name the drive dition to the Eastern students, all Eastern graduates who hav
Greek Day activities. The
y
1
^™
^^XS^
IS »»«■ CrtW
*
ChildrenandAdults,
that traverses the residential four Interns are from Kentucky committed themselves to the de
rushees
will meet In Grlse room
Woodrow Wilson
Fellowships for
JU
„
»«,im„„«„**
^
tmAnw
H
area of married students from State and one each from Mur- fense of freedom and democracy
first-year graduate study lead- underwriting training grants for for an orientation meeting. This
work In the field of minimal will be followed on October 7 by
Daniel Boone Drive to Kit Car- ray Morehead and Western.
lng to careers in college teach- brain
It ls their sacrifice, their sucdysfunction, the sponsor- a banquet
ln
son Drive in honor of Hanlon
featuring a guest
Student
government
president
Kenneth R. Adklns Robert L. cess, their unswerving fidelity
«- „..
ing
of
an annual symposium for speaker.
who ls paralysed from the waist Case^ Kenneth L. Houp, Noel that reflects a tradition that is
Steve Wilborn (right I and ProNominations for the grant can cleft palate
research atSyracuse
down as a result of his wound. C. Thompson and William C. truly Eastern's. It ls within
gress editor-in-chief Craig Am- be made by any faculty member
University,
and the awarding of First semester freshmen and
merman congratulate John Han- by direct mall to Richard MarHe ls a native of Ghent.
V'oelker are the five Eastern the halls and classrooms of Eastscholarships
comprise the ma- students with less than a 2.0
lon
after
Eastern
named
a
street
Hanlon said at the ceremonies students participating this sem- ern that each of us fostered a
ius, department of history, Unl- jor altruistic projects
of the fra- standing are not eligible for the
in
Hanlon's
honor.
(Staff
Photo
"I don't believe people who tell ester.
great love for our country."
(Continued on Page Seven)' ternity.
by Craig flovcr)
fall rush.
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Is Western Placing A Burden On The Taxpayers?
Opportunism rose to one of1 its greatest
heights two weeks ago when Western Kentucky University authorized bonds totaling
$4.2 million to aid Kentucky Southern in
its battle to stay alive.
Kentucky Southern is a Louisville-based
liberal arts college of about 1,000 students
that has been continually wracked with financial problems of huge dimensions in its
shaky, eight-year existence. Last year, Ken-

9

tucky Southern almost merged with the
University of Louisville, but an all-out campaign by the students there raised $1.2 million and gave the school a new lease on
life.
But again this fall there was doubt as
late as early September as to whether or
not the school could afford to open its doors
to students. Attempts to refinance the
schools $7.5 million debt had not been

m IT

iAS I
craig

animermcin

The Need For Involvement
4
■

■

■

■
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very successful, but the school officials did
finally decide to start classes,
According to Kentucky Southern officials,
attempts were made to get the University
of Kentucky to underwrite a bond issue
similiar to the one Western just approved.
But UK decided that such a move would
not be feasible.
So, the move was made to attract Westem, and it succeeded.
Why it succeeded is obvious. The terms
of the arrangement call for Western to take
over Kentucky Southern and its unpaid debt
anytime during a five-year period if the
Louisville school fails to meet payments.
If that were to happen, and it very well
could, it would be tragic.
Not only does Kentucky Southern boast
a unique curriculum that attracts many fine
students, but it also rests on a large base
of ground that in addition to having at-,
tractive buildings, has extensive room for
expansion.
State Finance Commissioner Albert
Christen may have raised the biggest question. Christen said he didn't see how Westem's plan could be legal. He expressed the
belief that only the legislature can legally
obligate the state in a commitment to a
private school. Another official said he
thought the recent plan violates Section 177
of the Constitution which states that "The
credit of the Commonwealth shall not be
given, pledged or loaned to any individual,
company, corporation or association.. ."
And what about Western and its students? How could they possibly spare $2.1
million a year without lowering the level
of their programs? If they can do so, maybe some state funds should be reappro-

Election year 1968, kicked off by a
senator dissenting within his own party,
highlighted by a professional politicans'
shocking decision to call it quits and saddened by the assassination of a presidential
aspirant, has finally rounded the last turn
on its way to the finish line.
It's been unlike any election campaign
known to modem times.
Sen. Eugene McCarthy, taking a cue
from widespread student disapproval, became an outspoken critic of the Johnson administration and machinery, and ultimately
a candidate for the land's highest office.
His following success in the New
Hampshire primary and his sudden large
bands of followers, most of them college
students, made a distinct impression, or at
least appeared to do so.
Shortly thereafter, President Johnson,
in a speech directed at starting negotiations
for peace m the unpopular Far-East conflict,
removed himself from consideration for reelection.
Most college students,
along with
many others, had long since quit considering the President for^g other than

nated two of the "old regulars," neither of
which could lay claim to much support
from the students who had seemed to real, carc about the im
t issues AnJ ^
third.partv candidare, an avowed segr4gationist, drew even less support from the
young.
What was most apparent during these
ia<.f _:_- mnnfruc _,ac J2T* .ni1-na 2.J—.*.
^d ZE**Z "E The

Too often deeds of courage and loyalty
go unnoticed, especially in a war that has
grown as unpopular as the one in Vietnam.
Those who give their lives, and by their
courageous deeds willingly risk death, are
-el/remembered by a^ress and public

dfsa^
disapproval or nis administration which
brought the withdrawal and the sudden
surge for peace. Vietnam had lost its glory
long before and with it went the popularity
of the country s highest official.
The impending struggle for the Democratic and Republican nominations found,

country took to give their talents and in exhaustible energies to the candidate they felt
was the ri ht one What wa$ ^ ^ ^
tant was that the
fe ._
£«
the dedsion-Lking officials was
sufficient to force new directions in foreign
and domestic policy
alas the candidate wh™. v™
R

£^SSc^TSSli
tnC controversial
conflict.
Monday, Eastern honored one of its graduates, John Hanlon. Hanlon is one of those
men who risked his
^ ™ v"*™m. His
reward was the
Silver Star, the country's
third highest honor, and a body rendered
P*'alyzed from the waist down.

Z&^T^&ffi
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With protest against Vietnam at every

R™ke^

What is

(Continued On Page Three)
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Hanlon's Courage
Spurs Tkou&ht

a

tCnds t0 (

°^Ct

that American

tookT{ZJtS**iSS!lLr«!32
*hdrawal of the students from the £oliti- ™<* <& and others are permanently disTZ£™^JT£?^ ca.
scene. Theyjiave exited for the mos^part *^*^J± **?~
ten, becorhing angry with those who would more <^ckly than they entered.
of moral right or any other objection levelat
Except
for
those
who
wish
to
demonW
this or any other war, men do die,
not hear their appeals for equality and freeand num
strate
but
do
nothing
else
to
improve
existamty seems to care less and less,
dom.
Monday was a good day to think realistiBut students found their initial political ing situations, the college student seems to
have
removed
himself
from
politics
simply
cally,
a time to forget all about rights and
treks marked with disappointment. Senator
wron s
gRobert Kennedy was slain after his greatest because his candidate lost the nomination.
That, as I see it, is the real tragedy.
To see a mother, father, brother and
victory that brought a pledge "to chase HuWhile
many
of
us
may
not
agree
with
fiance
brought to tears by testimonials ofbert's butt all over "this country." Sen. Mcfered by those who knew Hanlon during
Carthy, though victorious in numerous pri- the general philosophies of the two candi- ms
dates,
they
are
qualified,
respected
men;
undergraduate days here in the early
maries, was unable to gather sufficient dele60s made
revolutionists and reactivists
gate strength. The party machinery, though they couldn't have gotten where they are
any
other
way.
seem
microscopically
insignificant.
shaken by this sudden revolt, held fast.
Th
To
And so the August conventions nomi3LS5 Wi£.to "■ an cnd to the
** John Hanlon, fully aware that
(Continued On Page Three)
(Continued On Page Three)
w
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: John B. Hanlon, an
Eastern graduate and the winner of the Silver
Star in Vietnam, was recently honored by his
alma mater. The following is his response to
President Martin upon learning of the naming
of John Hanlon Drive.)

able thanks for the experiences at EKU that
—'my ~! - g -^

Dear Editor:
'".
In the September 26 issue of the Progress,
Editor-in-Chief Craig Ammerman strongly opposed the formation of a Students for a Democratic Society chapter on the Eastern campus,
accusing the group of supporting anarchy, and
being devoted to bringing about campus disorder. He also suggested that the group had no
meaningful purpose or motive that would justify
the formation of such an organization. I disagree
with him strongly, feeling that he has misjudged the SDS by failing to examine it in an
unbiased manner.
The SDS does have a serious and important
purpose. That purpose is the overthrowal of
existing social and governmental systems in
order to create an American government that
will work for the well-being of the majority of
American people, not just the privileged few.
Frequently, this purpose has been expressed In
the student demonstration and campus disorder
which have attacked the weak educational system of America. The question is: should we
criticise such activity, or should we support it?
When one realizes that our government is
_ billions
, of
.- fi
spending
dollars to carry out a

Z^Te^TZ'i^^^^^n
t,^ of strength for me when all seemed

pStXffXZ FEEL?go^nu^ 1
*ry and underprivileged in urban ghettos,

Dear Dr. Martin:
My heart is so filled with appreciation for
this extraordinary honor that I find myself
at a loss for words. I will never be able to
adequately express my appreciation and thanks.
My greatest pride is to know that John Hanlon Drive is not just to honor an individual, but
shall represent the ideals of all Eastern graduates who have committed themselves to the
defense of freedom and democracy, It is their
sacrifice, their success, their unswerving fidelity that reflects a tradition that is truly Eastern's. It wa.s within the halls and classrooms
of Eastern that each of us fostered a great
love for our Country.
Since the day of my graduation I have proudly looked back and silently uttered innumer-

a

rather hopeless. Many times, at my bedside in
a lonely hospital, there has been a roar of
laughter in the throats and the mist of nostalgia in the eyes as friends and I reminisced old
episodes of campus life.
If, in writing, I seem a bit emotional, it is an
emotion of admiration and appreciation to you
and your administration for preserving and
expanding an institution that produces proud
men, whether they be on the battlefield in Vietnam, in a one-room school in Kentucky or a
law office in New York City.
Since my injury there have been experiences
that both challenged and strengthened my beliefs in our "Way of Life." But if I have been
nothing else, I have tried to be a realistic Individual. And through it all I have conclusively
ascertained "That although America may not
be perfect, we are a helluva long distance ahead
of whoever may be in second place."
I know there is no man more desirous of
peace than the American soldier. It is he who
must pay the greatest price. It is also he who
realizes that to be worthy of the blessings of
freedom one must be willing to stand in their
defense. All of us from Eastern have known
this soldier and will not ever forget him. His
degree may not be printed on a sheepskin; and
he may never have worn a cap and gown. And
to me he is the Instructor, to all America, in
the principles of liberty and justice.
My warmest and most sincere thanks for this
honor and for the concern and generosity Eastern has shown me. I hope to see you soon.
Sincerely yours,
John B. Hanlon
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Appalachia, Indian reservations, etc., how can
a concerned American not support such attempt
at reform?
• Then Mr. Ammerman suggests attempting
change through established channels to avoid
such disorder and chaos. What established channels? When Presidential candidates are chosen
at party conventions by delegates acting on \
their own choice, instead of the wishes of the
American people, it appears that violent revolution is the only means left to bring about
the changes that are so urgently needed in
America today.
It seems that Mr. Ammerman represents a
success for the existing education system of
America. He has been brought along slowly,
well-oiled with just the right amount of lubrication, and is now a smooth-running cog in the
complex machine known as the "Establishment."
James C. Gibson

Congratulations to Dean Charles Ambrose and all others concerned with the
registration process for another fine job. The
change to Alumni Coliseum looks like a
step in the right direction. With a few
minor adjustments, next semester could be
the best yet. And certainly an easy registration eases many worries for a vast multitude.
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Weekly Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky University
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STAFF MEMBERS: Bob Bell. Steve Callendar. Jerry
Carter. Tom Carter. Craig Glover. Shelli Denham. Jack
Frost. Jamie Hounchdl. Jimmy House. Claudia Kirk. Rob
Kumlcr. David Rains. Thomas Dwaine Riddell, Joe Sharp.
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The Need For Involvement

McGill

(Continued From Page Two)

Vietnam conflict: they, too, wish to end
poverty and giv^'eb^a! opportunity to all;
they, too. want to end the lawlessness which
has pervaded the cities. "Their means of accomplishment may differ from some offered
by others, but the wants are generally the
same.
The college student has already exerted
a large influence in this election. They could

tion. He will be available to speak for the
National Committee.
</
It is interesting, in this connection, to recall that when Senator Eugene McCarthy
spoke to "the kids" across from the Hilton
Hotel on the day following Mr. Humphrey's nomination, he, too, urged them to
go back home and work within the processes of party politics. The hard core
shouted. "No! No!"
Now. the man whose name many of
these and other young voters were chanting
at the convention has himself declared for
his party's nominees. He declares them
"best equipped" and asks support for them.
There will be no fourth party nominee.
For the more rebellious young Americans,
there is and was no commitment. They were
not "for" McCarthy or Kennedy. Their
commitment has been described as to "a
vague, oftern unarticulated 'thing' they
have created."
The Students for a Democratic Society
and other radical groups making up the
coalition of protest against the .Vietnam
policy wish to destroy the system, not reform it by due process. They say so with
commendable honesty.
For the others there is the choice of
Humphrey - Muskie, Nixon - Agnew, or
George Wallace.
It is one of the incomprehensible mysteries why Hubert Humphrey's consistent record of achievement, his knowledge and
performance is not well known. Here is a
man who would willingly give his life for,
peace. Here is a man who probably knows
more about government than any man in
government. Here is a man whose whole life
is a record of decency and achievement in
the field of human rights. Were it not for
this, Ted Kennedy would not have made
his decision.

It was but a brief time ago that thousands
in the galleries and many delegates at the
Democratic convention were rocking with
the chant:
"We want Teddy! We v ant Teddy!"
Now, at a critical moment in the Democratic campaign, the man they were calling
for has stepped forward to say:
"1 belive Vice President Humphrey and
F.d Muskie are best equipped to handle the
problems facing the nation."
Because Senator Edward Kennedy so believes, he has informed the Democratic
National Committee he will be available
for speaking engagements where it is
thought he can be helpful.
Senator Kennedy's decision was not un:
expected. He did not wish his name submitted to the convention as a nominee. He
did not think the timing was proper. He
has other personal, family duties that require his attention. He knew, too, that the
last desperate attempt by the McCarthy
managers to effect a coalition with him was
based not on a desire to honor Edward
Kennedy, but on the negative, vindictive
hope of a fading McCarthy to prevent a
Humphrey nomination.
Edward Kennedy, looking ahead, knows
that the much-abused party convention was
one that largely democratized the party processes, especially in the critical area of the
delegations themselves. The vitality of the
party was further illustrated by holding the
tremendous and moving debate on Vietnam.
It was a convention that cut many of the
old racist ties in Southern delegations.
Senator Kennedy also has said that in
his years in the Senate he has learned that
Hubert Humphrey is one of the best informed persons on governmental & national
affairs. He remembers, too, the assistance
given him and his brothers and the unquestioning loyalty of Hubert Humphrey after
the abrasive I960 primaries and the election
of that year.
Historian Arthur Schlesinger, today an
unrelenting critic, is the same historian who
wrote a few years ago that Hubert Humphrey was one of the most valuable and helpful senators in the experience of the John
Kennedy administration.
All these thoughts, and more, are behind
young Edward Kennedy's decision to. say,
forth rightly,
that he believes
Hubert
Humphrey and Ed Muskie are best equipped to handle the problems facing this na-

destroy that very easily by lapsing into the
state of apathy from whence they came.
It never is easy to accept what one
considers to be second-best. But it is sometimes necessary.
The only way for the college students
to affect change within the structure and
policy decisions of this country is to continue to work and to exert pressure on those
who are elected.
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Hanlon's Courage
Spurs Thought
(Continued From Page Two)

he will never function normally again,
humbled by the honor Eastern bestowed
upon him; to see John Hanlon eulogize
those who were unafraid to die; to see a
man who has endured much physical and
mental suffering thankful for the freedom
he enjoys; to see all these things in one
man made us wonder about the sanity of
a minority who can scream injustice and
immorality without ever doing anything
constructive.
And to see John Hanlon's face when a
street marker bearing his name was unveiled made us appreciative of courageous
men. They make our petty discomforts
seem very unimportant.

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

CHANGE OF
OWNERSHIP

Should Western
(Continued From Page Two)

priated elsewhere. And, furthermore, what
right does Western have to develop its own
system of community colleges? The state is
already burdened with too many of these
that have developed into political prizes
for officeholders.
The people of Kentucky who now applaud the Bowling Green school for what
they term a "good-hearted gesture" may
have second thoughts in the near . future
when the burden of supporting Kentucky
Southern is placed on their shoulders. And
those who believe that small, private liberal
arts institutions are vital to the system will
be jolted when Kentucky Southern is opportunisticly handed to the taxpayers.

A low bow to the various agencies
within the ROTC department. Their handling of the traffic on the Sunday of Orientation Week and subsequent work during
Registration was certainly handled with
competence and in most cases, with a friendly smile.
Here's one tor the books. The University of Texas is opening a Lyndon Johnson
School of Public Relations. And guess who's
going to serve as a professor in that program. The public relations expert himself
— LBJ.
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SHOP TODAY and FRIDAY
9 to 9 SATURDAY 9 to 6

SEAT
AUSTIN

PEAY
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Figure On Banking With Us"

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS- MAIN STREET & 06 HILL AVINUt

Dexter
Style

Don't miss this rare opportunity-to save on outstanding quality apparel and
accessories. Famous name coats, suits, dresses, sportswear, lingerie, hosiery and more
... all from Elizabeths regular stocks ... and all SALE tagged for easy selection.

REGISTER FOR THESE
.-'-■■. FREE GIFTS
five till nine
curb or carry-out

J-BOY,
BOX
69c
J-BOY
sandwich
french fries &
coleslaw

Jan's
Shoe Store

to

ON SELECTED ITEMS AND GROUPS

[Just picture yourselfl
in Scene-Satlonall
classic fashion that]
fits the campus or
country scene In a full
selection of colorpacked style. Make I
(the scene at

M2"

AND
MORE

■s

*H»HS,

five till nine
dining room only

five till nine
dining room only

•

99c
►HAWAIIAN!
HAM
DINNER
Center cut ham
steak broiled
with Hawaiian
pineapple, served
with tossed salad,
and frenph fries
a regular
$1.55 value

a regular $1.00 valu

U.S. Highway 25

1st

50.00 gift certificate

„ • 2nd

25.00 gift certificate

• 3rd

15.00 gift certificate

• 4th

10.00 gift certificate

• Plus 50 gift certificates of
one dollar each
real Italian
sauce ladled on
tender spaghetti
served with a
tossed salad and
hot bread
a regular
$1.15 value.

Drawing to be held Saturday at 5 p.m. No purchase is necessary and you need not be
present to win.

We're Sorry ... No Refunds Or Approvals
All Sales Are Final.

3 Days Only! Today, Fri. & Sat.
SAVE

10%

On Our Entire Stock Of
Regular Merchandise.

Any Item Not Special Sale Tagged May Be
Purchased At This 10% Savings.

\
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Colonels Journey
To Austin Peay

a Page 4, Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 3, 1968

The View

From Here
By KARL PARK Progress Soorts Editor
A go<KJ plnce-kicker who can kick extra points is a big a.s.-«ft
for a team to have, but one that is accurate from behind the
25-yard line is even a greater boon.
Eastern's place-kicker. Jerry Pullin;, is not only a good extra
r> >int kicker, but is also an accurate field goal booter. To be a
good place-kicker, a player must have excellent timing By this
is meant, he must have perfect timing between the man holding
the ball and the correct instant he should start his leg in motion
for the kick.
Pullins seemed to have this timing down pat for the last
two weeks as he has scored 20 points to lead the Colonels in
scoring
In the first game against Hillsdale College (Mich.), Pullins
broke an Eastern and Ohio Valley Conference record for moat
conversions in one game by kicking nine extra points.
Last week in the close battle with the East Tennessee Bucs.
he kicked field goals of 39. 39. and 38 yards to tie an.OVC
mark and break the Eastern record for most fields goals in one
game.
This comer extends congratulations to Pullins and would
like one request heeded
keep that toe in shape!
EASTERN LOSES 1ST PLACE IN TOTAL OFFENSE IN OVC
Eastern lost first place in total offense to the Western Hill.• toppers. Eastern gained 273 yards against East Tennessee to
push Its season's total to 628. Western gained an additional 559
yards to carry its total to 999.
The Colonel's maintained their hold on first place in team
defense by holding their opponents to 341 yards as compared to
. 343 yards gained by Western's foes.
__

Gifts For All Occasions
GOODWINS

GIFT SHOP
Greeting Cards
Sealing Wax and Seal

A Crucial Snare
»*,

i
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STOP BY FOR A DEUCIOUS
BREAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 4 A.M.

Featuring
Central Kentucky's Finest
Curb - Dining Area
— COME AS YOU ARE FOR THAT

VkU SUCK WE

AIE OPEN UNTIL 12 A.M.

Eastern Squeezes By
East Tennessee, 23-20

Bg§iAMSAKnr

... featuring the life insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusively to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR."

MANZ'S FOOTBALL FORECAST

BY JIMMY HOUSE
STAFF WRITER
Eastern's Grant Colebour led
the cross-country team to an
Impressive 18- 45 win over
Cumberland College here last
Saturday. Colehour set a
course record with a time of
20:23 surpassing; his old mark
of 20:28.
, The team as a whole ran a
of 107:31 placing
twelve runners in the top 13
finishers. Ken Sllvious, turnin
« ln a ttme ot 20:39, placed
himself second in Eastern hlstory for a sophomore runner
and could possibly eclipse Colehour's time
as a sophomore
before the end of this season.
(Confined on Pan live)

^

Austin Peay
East Tennessee
Morehead
Arkansas State
Middle Tenn.

INCORPORATED

WINNER

LOSER

Auburn
Tennessee
Louisville
UCLA
LSU
Boston College
Missouri
Wichita State
Southern Cal.
Mississippi

Kentucky
Rice
Dayton
Syracuse
Baylor
Buffalo
Army
Drake
Miami (Ha.)
Alabama

tori

See William A. Manz
ml

— FEATURING —

ARROW FARAH —
BASS WEMBLEY
STETSON
JERKS —
PURITAN

- MCGREGOR
PALM BEACH
- WEEJUNS
- FLORSHEIM
- PENDLETON
BURLINGTON
- JANTZEN

Your College Life Representative

FOR YOUR

113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

CAMPUS WEAR

itnanriof L
iQeewfraft|

i

REALTOR
310 EAST MAIN STREET - OFFICE PHONE 623-3830
Phillip Cunnoqin „.
Salesmen <— Douglas Chcaxmrt
Phone 623-6969
Nites
Ptmae 623-4574

HAMMOND'S
Barber & Style Shop
razor cuffing, trims, flat-tops
styling & coloring
we need your head to run our business
3 Barbers To Serve You
7:00 A.M. - 6:30 P.M.
New Richmond Hotel
623-5604

128 East Main

?

WELCOME
EKU Students

I

YOU ARE INVITED TO VISIT US AND ALSO TO
OPEN CHARGE ACCOUNTS
rVf
*
< ~ *

I

RICHMOND GREENHOUSES
WESTOVER AVENUE
623-3410

®lfr Intitprattg IMjop
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FOOTBALL
CONTEST

— plus —
Bob Veale of the Pittsburgh
Pirates is the only major-league
Bor-B-9 Ribs. Bor-B-Q
Chicke".
pitcher to lead his club ln victories during
each of th*
Chfcken-OnA-Bun
last four seasons, according to
an article ln the current issue of
—'plus —
SPORT Magazine.
Our
Delicious
Italian Specialties
Veale led the Bucs with' 18
Phone 623-S338
17, 16 and 16 wins during each 228 S. 2nd.
of the last four years.

OTHER MAJOR COLLEGES

UFEbsUtANCEj

EVANS C. SPURLIN

Buc Leader

OVC PICKS

MIMI

THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE*
Eastern at Austin Peay
Western at East Tennessee
Tennessee Tech nt Arkansas State
Middle Tennessee at Chattanooga
Murray at J#orehead

Third
Straight Meet!

BY KARL PARK
Eastern came back on a 61- East Tennessee
I It 7 0—20
PROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR yard scoring throw from Jim Eastern Kentucky 3 10 3 7—23
EKU—Jerry Pullins 39 field
A touchdown with 19 seconds Guice to Don Buehler. Before
left in the game gave Eastern the half had ended, both teams *•»!
a 23-20 victory over East Ten- had traded field goals. The score J™0*-** Haa8er W fleId
nessee and its first conference remained tied at halftime, 13-13. i,fiW-Joi. Them.. 31 ran
win of the season. The game„: .
.
(Hanser kick).
winning play came with fourth Pullins opened third
quarter EKU—<Don Beuhler 61 pass
down and 10 yards to go from the scoring with his third field goal from Jim Guice (Plliiins kick),
Bucs' 10-yard line.
of the game, a 38-yard try. (PulETSU—Hauser 31 field goal.
Uns
broke
an
Eastern
record
EKU—Pullins 39 Held goal.
Bill March threw the 10-yard
and
tied
an
OVC
mark
for
most
EKU—Pullins 38 field goal.
toss to freshman Chuck Walroth
field
goals
ln
one
game,
3).
ETSU—Bubba
Tims 36 pass
that kept the Colonels' season,
Interception
(Hanser
kick).
and OVC mark unblemished.
A Guice pass was deflected
EKU—Walroth 10 pass from
. The defense took charge in the and Bubba Timms made the In- Myrrh fPantn. Hck).
opening quarter of the contest as terceptlon and raced 36 yards for ■
both teams could manage only a the touchdown, giving the Bucs
field goal each. (Eastern's Jer- their last lead and setting the
ry Pullins kicked a 39-yard field stage for the Colonels' last mingoal, and Pat Hauser countered ute heroics.
with a 32-yard kick of his own.) East Tennessee's record fell|
The second quarter saw the to 0-1 ln both regular season
Bucs sustain a 54-yard drive. A and OVC play. The Bucs enter-!
31-yard scoring Jaunt by senior tain the Western Hilltoppers in
BROASTED SUPREME CHICKEN
fullback John Thomas capped East Tennessee's home opener
2
PIECES .... |.55 4 PIECES .... SI
the drive and gave East Tennes- this Saturday. Eastern advanced
8 PIECES
*1.99
to 2-0 ln season play and 1-0
see a short-lived 10-3 lead.
12 PIECES
2.95
ln the conference.
16 PIECES
3.85
20 PIECES
4.79
Family Order of French Fries .... $ .59

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America

Eastern
Western
Murray
Tenn. Tech
Chattanooga

Howell Flatt, a safety, Jimmy offensively and defensively.
Hardle, and Butch Bennett at halfDuring the five years that Ausbacks.
tin Peay has been in the conferOthers starters are Bo Elliott, ence it
has- compiled a 25Steve Keeler, Chuck Field, Ricky 23-1 slate.
Hicks, Tom MacDonald, and Tony Eastern holds a 7-2-0 edge
Page. Gibbs, Keller, and Field over the Governors. Included In
are slated to see action both ways, the loss column for Eastern is
but are not the only ones for the a forfeit during the 1965 seaGovernors that will see action son.

J & D's
Breasted Supreme

L'SSK for
M®©MIW

BY JACK FROST
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
The Eastern Colonels wind up
practice tomorrow In preparation
for the game with Austin Peay
Saturday night In Clarksville,
Tennessee.
Austin Peay was beaten by
Western in Its last outing, 420. One of the causes for the
lopsided score was a minus 25
yards rushing by Austin Peay.
Austin Peay's record is now
0-2.
They were defeated by
Chattanooga in their first contest of the season, 41-13.
Despite their losing record,
Austin Peay has some very capable performers. The Governors
biggest threat lies in quarterback
Rodney Collins and end Harold
(Red) Roberts. Roberts Is the primary target of Collins. Only a
sophomore Roberts caught 12 aerials for 155 yards, a new school
record,
against Chattanooga.
Roberts is a little All-American
candidate.
Ronnie Hackney, the total offense and rushing leader for the
Governors, is back this season.
Joining Hackney as capable rushers in the backfleld are Ronnie
Simpson and Ronnie Fuqua.
The defensive team is thin at
most every position. Returnees
on the defensive team which will
be trying to contain the Colonels
are linebacker Doug Plttenger,
210 pounds, Bruce Gibbs, a 240
pound tackle, and Mark Raby, 190
pounds at end.
In the defensive backfleld, the
Govs have returning lettermen
Freshman Chuck Walroth
th catches a 32-yard pass from quar- rT'1_ * ^_ 1 • _ _, \"1 T • _
terback Bill March as two East Tennessee defensive backs
1 f^S W 1 Tl
try unsuccessfully. to defend. March and Walroth teamed
together to mount a 61-yard drive in the last minute to keep
their regular son son record unblemished.
(Staff Photo by Craig Clover)
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Place an "X" in the box of the team you think will win J
(date).
The estimate of total yardage gained by (college) jj
will be the tie breaker,

D

I
I
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I
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EASTERN

I

| AUSTIN PEAY

Lj MISISSSIPPI

1

I

ALABAMA

I

|

LOUISVILLE

I

[j

BAYLOR

M LSU

[j

AIR FORCE

II STANFORD

LJ

UTAH ST.

I

I DAYTON

n PACIFIC

I

I KENTUCKY

LJ AUBURN

I

I WESTERN

I

I EAST TENN.

I

I MOREHEAD

II

MURRAY
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I

| MONTANA .

IDAHO

II

I

1
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... yards will be gainedI by Eastern
in the Eastern-Austin
itln 1Peay.

Unit 1 entries per person each week
PRIZE:

BOSTONIAN LOAFERS

Entries Must Be in the "U" Shop by
Saturday Noon, Oct. 5

Contest Open to All Students
Name,
AddressPhone.

®t|F

Itteraity
623-9674

K.

Miami U.
Ohio State U.
U. of Cincinnati
Tulana U.
West Va. U.
Eastern Ky. U.
U. of Georgia

*W

212
WAT»

STREET

Bowling Green U.
Purdue U.
Ohio U.
U. of Kentucky
Eastern Michigan U.
U. of Alabama

lj

I
I
I

\

I
i.
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Players Of
The Week
Selected

Third Victory
•..The team's total was the third
fastest team total of all time
on Eastern's course. This is only
13 seconds away from the record of 107:18 set In 1967 (October
21) by Colehour Sllvious, Ivan
Scholl, Jerry Kraiss, and Doug
Cordier.
Coach Smith has announced
that he will take eight of his
thinlles to the Daytona Beach
run In which Eastern is the
IFRRY
Piiuva
favored
team. The boys makFRED TROIKE
th
tr
alon
wlth Cole
Renegade Lineman of the Week R„..',.H.
»
x,
T7K
«•
.
ing
«
Re„eK«de Bnek of the Week ^ &nd SllP,
ftlQUS &*m be. Cor-.
dier. Tom Lazito, Joe Espinosa, Jim Nichols, Scholl, and
Mike Robinson.

Don Moore has been selected
as Headhunter Back of the Week.
Moore, a 5-10,180-pound senior,
Intercepted a desperation pass by
East Tennessee quarterback,
Larry Graham, with 12 seconds
to go In the game.
The Headhunter Lineman of the
Week selection was Tom Shelter.
The 6-2, 215 pound senior end
had seven key tr_:kles against
the Bucs.
This is Shetler's
third year as a starter, and the
Colonels have lost only one game
that he has started.
The Renegade Lineman of the
Week award went to senior guard
Fred Trolke. Because of his agility and speed, he has been a
first-team All-Ohio Valley Conference choice for the past two
seasons . Trolke Is co- captain
of the Colonels and is definitely
an All-American candidate.
Jerry Pullins, a Junior placeklcker from Mineral City, Ohio,
TOM SHETLER
DON MOORE
was selected Renegade Back of
He tied an OVC Headhunter Lineman of the Week Headhunter Back of the Week
the Week.
record by kicking three field
goals against East Tennessee.
This feat broke the existing school
£K«
mark. In the first game of the
season, he booted nine extra
points against Hlllsdale College
to break an Eastern and OVC
record.

March

Player Of Week
Eastern's place-kicker Jerry
Pullins, has been named the Ohio
Valley Conference's offensive
player of the week.
Pullins, who kicked three field
goals and two points after touchdowns in Eastern's 23-20 victory
over East Tennessee, was voted
Uie award Monday.

n

w

Eastern
WeHtern
Murray
Middle Tenn.
Morcheud
East Tenn.
Austin Peay
Tenn. Tech

1

1
1
1
0
0
0
0

OVC STANDINGS
OVC (mmes
■■ T
ikikn
Ft. upp.
■
0
23
0
20
0
0
42
0
0
0
19
0
0
0
27
18
1
0
18
27
1
0
20
23
0
1
0 42
1
0
0
19

All (.nine*

W
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0

I,
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2

T
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

Pt. Oup.
86
20
77
0
26
7
46
39
25
34
20
23
13
83
in 52

College Students
Come See
.

■

FROM
10 A.M.
7 P.M.
Bobby Jack Smith

SMITH'S

David Gay

BARBER & HAIR STYLING FOR MEN
ALL STYLES — RAZOR CUTS, FLAT TOPS
GENERAL TRIMS, AND HAIR STRAIGHTNING
Phone 623-9128
Cor. of Second and Main Upstairs over Begley's

c

Thorn M An sews

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE

for
your

4 Miles South on U.S. 25
Bereu Riwd—Ph. 62.V171M
T0NITE-FR1DAY

Bill March : Reserve Quarterback
With Coolness As His Main Asset
BY JACK FROST
he showed tremendous ability and
lot of "cool" as reserve quarSTAFF WRITER
Bill March has played foot- terback for the Colonels,
ball from Miami,
ami, Florida, to There aren't many athletes
thnl' «nn Ml
I- ««_ - nnn_l _l
I.
Hawaii.
that
can fill In
for a quarterback
This year he has cast his lotsucn as'Jlm Guice, but last Satat Eastern. And last Saturdayurday nl8ht March came in for

OPEN

(< ontiiiil.il I min I'ttge l-nlir)

wmMmmMKk

Bill

Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 3, 1968, Page 5

Slip it on
for any occasion.
Genuine moccasin con^
struction cradles your
foot. (One piece of leather under,
over and around your foot, like a hammock!)

Guice and showed poise and lea-C
dershlp.
■
March's football days began ■
when he played high school ball I
in Miami, Florida, Southwest. In' ■
cidentally, that was the same high J
school that Guice came from. 5
During his high school playing |
days, March
broke many of ■
Guice's records.
In his senior year he was cho-1
sen for the Florida All-Star teaml
and broke most of the passing
records in that game.
After graduation, March at-!
tended Parons College In Fair-[
field , Iowa. While at Parsons,|
he helped them to a high smal
college ranking and a 21-14 vlc-i
tory over the University of Haw-j
ail In the Hula Bowl.
March was also a baseball |
standout at Parsons. A shortstop
by nature, he has aspiratlonsE
of being a catcher this season
if he is allowed to play by the j
coaches of the football team.
Besides being a standout performer in football, March also
likes to bowl. ■■•"•" ••"•
March Is also a family man.
He has a lovely wife, Carla,
and two young daughters, Kimberly and Carl.
In any case, March will pro-f
bably prove to be a definite asset to the Colonels squad dur-l
lng the next two years.

WATffi
•

PSYCHO
©1K0U

•?r•

■

•

9

■

.

a

Hand stitched style goes with your dress-up and sport
clothing. Come choose from many styles and colors.
Pleasing price, 511-99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

.

6ai iT*Ti»r>

Big pr< it

■

m.

.
-

:

FASHIONS FOR MEN

M3F2

Simple sol

Located Across From Colonel Drive-In
Come Visit
RICHMOND'S NEWEST STORE
— featuring —

Records
— and —

Stereo Tape Cartridges
MMMimil » » »♦>«»«»««>♦»♦»»»«>»»««»»»«

tc

Sheet Music
(including 30 top hits)
Gibson Guitars and Amplifiers

♦•«.«..*..«.....«............Tt^ttltttt<tt

New Honda.

£: f:, MSSJihi FJa,t T°P .®.M'tars
Harmony Guitars and Amplifiers
•■'tiiimn

>«■» «!««.. «.««.....

t

<

This lean, lithe Honda 125 Super Sport can be the answer to a lot of
problems besides parking.

Wurlitizer Pianos and
Organs
rmiiirinnu
Ludwig and Duplex Drums

Consider price. You can buy this beauty at an impressively low initial
price; fuel it for a fraction of what you'd spend on a four-wheel gas
gulper. And, of course, there are the pleasantly painless costs of maintaining and insuring a Honda.

f>

:■

The 125 Super Sport couples lightweight economy with red hot performance features. Its dependable four-stroke parallel twin engine produces a dazzling 13 bhp; acceleration that matches the best of them.

>

And styling. The 125 Super Sport is nothing but class from its streamlined pipes to its sculptured tank to its rugged telescopic front forks.
The sleek and sassy 125 Super Sport. Is there a better way to solve
your problems? ADLER 72s

The gym sock that grew up

Sign Up For Guitar

THE ADLER COMPANY Cincinnati, Ohio 45214 A Division of Burlington Industries

Lessons Now!!

Lerman Brothers • University Shop

See your Honda dealer for a color brochure, safety pamphlet and "Invisible Circle" film;
or write: American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Dept. 13, Box 50, Gardena, California 90247.
1968. AHM

^
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A Floor Counselor's Job Is Never Complete

FREE ENGRAVING
WHILE YOU WAIT

QUALITY NAME BRANDS
ONLY AT:

KESSLER JEWELERS
Richmond's Leading Diamond Store For 25 Yrs.
Begley Drug Next Door

623-1292

Long Hours, Hard Work--For A Rewarding Job
What Is a Floor Counselor?
If you asked ten people, you would
more than likely get ten different
answers.
But, if you asked
someone working in that capacity
their answer would probably be
far from what you would imagine.
Professional listener, pluiuber. janitor, handyman—you
\«

name it.' they try to fill the bill,
Dianna Scott, a sophomore elementary education major from
Milton,
Ky.,
tries
her
hand at 'these different demands
as a floor counselor in Burnam
Hall.
When asked what she considered the main Job of the counse-

Giant

Poster
from any photo

lore, Dianna replied "To steer
the student s toward th einterprerations of the administration's
rules." But after listening to
Diana discuss her Job, you soon
realize the position means more
than an interpretation of rules
and regulations.
"No matter what time someone knocks on the door 4:00 in
the afternoon or 4:00 in the mornlng, you have to be willing to
answer the knock and try and
solve the problem behind it."
The few girls who checked into
the dorm early this semester as
registration workers and to
attend workshops saw how the
counselors work.

WHt EMM

NOW! ENDS TUES.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES presents

-

Jack

Letntnon
Walter

Matthau

2 ft. x 3 ft.
only $f.95
(S4.es TtiM) ^^m

*Send any black It white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

,ir.

Burnam was scheduled to house
611 girls this semester—nearly
3 to every room. On September
12th the four counselors and two
housemothers began the long hard
task of opening the dorm and maklng it livable for the students
soon to arrive.
When the physical labor was
finished there still remained
a multitude of paper work for
the counselors to complete on
each incoming student. Packets
were compiled for each
girl
containing phone numbers, mail
box numbers,
combinations
and other pertinent information
concerning student life and nousing.
On Sunday the arriving Freshmen were greeted by counselors
wearing "Smile" nametags, and
the letters "S-M-I-L-E" spelled
out across the front desk. But
regardless of all their efforts
there were still a few tears
shed when the girls learned of
the temporary housing squeeze.
Dianna smiled wnen sne was
asked about complaints over facilities; "We ran out of bathtub plugs before the dorm opened. I gave mine away the other
night to a girl down the hall,
now I stuff a washcloth in my
drain."
Although school has been in
session two weeks, and most
of the students have adapted to
the change in schedule and living;
the Job of the counselors still
moves at a double-time, late
hour pace.
The counselors are not always
the most popular people in the
dorm. They nearly always work
many more hours than they are
paid for; they are required to be
a llason officer, Interpreter and
magician to solve the problems
they are faced with dally.

Swingline

Party Mixers
At last! The "dressy" but comfortable look has come to the U.
Shop. The basic black cocktaH dress she's wearing assures an
evening of fun, relaxation and ... "togetherness."
From $21.
He's "together," too, in his subtle window-pane single-breasted,
three-season suit. Just one of many from the U. Shop's new Fall
Collection.
From $75.

QfttHtttoersitg&liop

212 WATER STRHL
623-9674

Tot Stapler

STARTS WEDNESDAY!

-,

98

FREE

AND

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.69

INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101

Handyman!

Dianna Scott offers some assistance to a coed at the Burnam Hall desk. Dianna, a sophomore elementary education
major from Milton, Kentucky, is one of the Burnam Hall
floor counselors.
(Staff Photo by Bob Whitlock)

Doctor Cooper's Book
Calls For Reformation

"A new reformation of the Dr. Cooper, also a Lotheran
church"" is called for in a 1968minister, describes his book,
book by Dr. John C. Cooper, "Radical Christianity and Its
chairman of - the philosophy de- Sources," as less technical and
partmentat Eastern.
theological than his "The Roots
of the Radical Theology," published last year by West-Minister Press. "•'•<"*
Of the new book, he says,
"While I have offered a historical account of the developments
In church thought and practice
that have brought us to the current crisis of the church, I have
been more concerned to be as
•
descriptive of the present-day
church—and as practical--as
possible."
PICK UP
24-HOUR
He adds, "I have tried to chide
the church, not as an outsider
Its dirty linens, but as
DELIVERY
WRECKER SERVICE airing
a member begging fellow members to recognize that we have
gone wrong,"
Eastern By-Pass
"I have not hesitated to call
for a new reformation of the
church, both for the sake of that
"For All Your Mechanical Needs"
One who served, whose name
the church still bears."

iSinclairi

PANAV1SI0N* TECHNICOLOR*

ZELC MCVTEL

Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.

u

DALE'S

Get a

.'.'»

■

'

"THE PECDLlCECi'4
mmm <**» WUar • 6KK Shawn m i s 0
«■

In CeWr *—.,»*.

•'

I

I

sUs?

I
^ste'SHBB

I

I
■BB

WALLACE

I

II

BOOKISTORE

I

Our Business Is Providing Lower Cost For Higher Education
292 S. SECOND STREET
m

!■

IAL 623-9372

i
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Autumn Wear

Wool Fashions
For Fall Attire

\anuxcticc

pampus,
alendar

By CAROL LAIRD
Women's Editor
Wool is coming into view again for the chilly autumn
Frttluy. Oet«»ber 4
nights.
■8-12 Alpha Pi Kappa i Kappa Delta Colony! Dance Martin
For casual wear the pant suit is back to give a sophistiSaturday. OHOIHT 5
8-12 BOX Dance
cated air to slacks. There's a hint pf men's wear influence
Monday. OHolier *
in \ests. jumpers, and blazers. . .but even the tailored looks
7 p.m. Caducous Club Meeting
107 Moore Bldg.
Wednesday.
October
8
«
h*ve feminine overtones.
W.R.A.
Picnic
Boonesboro
The frilled blouse with over- solid color. Laura uses a scarf
size barrel cuffs Is popular also,but she 1 mpro vi zes this fashalong with the Chelsa pointed ion as a head band. Her silk
collar and French cuffs that lend scarf is a black and light gray
a more tailored air.
print.
The suits are usually in the
Pant suits like these are pracdarker, quieter colors but the tical because of their two-season
flashy colors of red, orange, versatility and would be a wise
and gold are beaming more pop- addition to a coeds' wardrobe.
ular. Plaids and checks are also
a favorite and are often mixed
and matched with a solid color
co-ordinate.
The turtleneck sweater is a
„ ,
,
,
rejuvenated style that is real(Continued from Page One)
L;.ura Saylor. H freshman from . 'Catchine on this vear The
Richmond, wears a two piece L?J, f.,
uus year, xne
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
Court sessions are every Thurspant suit with a frHly white "eghteJ..^f^* sweaters can
blouse to add a feminine touch. ° ^ded for warmth without day at 7 p.m. in Combs 230,
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
(Staff photo by Tom Carter) bulkiness.
and visitors are allowed.
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.
The ward- robe expanding three
The court is seeking an adr\
+
„ .* Plece sult is modeled by Madlyn ditional defense attorney and an
A
added prosecuting attorney, Reh~
majoring in nursing. The dark fuss said.
Fines Include $10 for possesscable* the clans with cnn't-walt/Inane F\-hihit rust brown suit hM a blazer
Lf/JCrlo EJAIUUII
style, natural shouldered Jacket ing and/or operating a motor venews on color! How It weaves
<
beautifully Into long cable-y
Eastern's Art Department will with two side vents and is trim- hicle on campus or adjacent
sweater*- 100% wool crew earpresent an exhibition of paint- med with four wooden buttons. streets without proper Eastern
(II can (sizes S4 to 40). How it
ings by Jim McCormick, Octo- It features bermudas instead of registration. Fine for the secrepeats the news In canny clan
Teamed with natural ond offense would be $25 and fine
ber 6, through October 31,in the slacks.
nlnld kilt. In navy, rnby and
colored
knee
socks
and
loafers
Cammack gallery.
for the third offense
would
Ivy.
A
three-piece
wool
outfit
is
modeled
by
Madlyn
Waddell.
McCormick is head of the Art this suit is Just made for fall. be $25 plus automatic denial of
Her
choice
is
perfect
to
go
from
classroom
to
casual
wear.
For
dressier
occasions
the
ADepartment at Georgetown Coldriving
privileges
for the
(Staff photo by Tom Carter 1
Une skirt replaces the bermud- remainder of the offender's aclege, Georgetown Kentucky.
McCormick received his B.A. as. An oxford cloth plain or ademic career.
degree from Geogetown College print shirt could be added for
Also, a $10 fine is Imposed
in 1958 and his M.A. from the classroom wear.
for
each moving traffic violation
(Continued from Page One) was done at Eastern on July 27.
University of Kentucky in 1961.
Laura Saylor ' a freshman less than reckless driving; $ 25
He has done further graduate nurslng student from Richmond,
study under Scuola Vicenza in chQse a strlklng slacks outflt m a'nd" aromatic denial of driving V*****™*oSSiSti KSky^-^meJ-^tar' 2d
privileges for the rest of the of- J* Transy vania^Co lege^to tonor
* Kentucky recipient of
Italv
gray wool flannel. The sleeveless fender's academic career for the Rambler, reputed to be the
fattZ* Prize (n pub£c Um
COLLEGE and CAREER
His exhibitions include: Ohio tunic vest is accented by shiny
reckless driving on campus, in- oldest college paper In the counColreportlng apoI£ t0
Valley Oil and Watercolor Show, silver button balls and three
try. Some reports suggest the "gj ^tors WsWng the
eluding racing.
Athens, Ohio; Art Center An120 N. Second
Richmond. Ky
Rambler was founded in 1780.
nual, Louisville, Kentucky; The flap pockets. The V-cut neckHi*:
9
to
5;
Sat..
9 to 6
A,
$10
fine
is
levied
for
each
Planning
for
the
convention
Eastern
campus
at
that
time.
line fits perfectly with her longParthenon Exhibit, Nashville,
sleeved Edwardian white blouse, party for an ineligible driver
Tennessee; Artists of Cincinnati
operating a registered vehicle on
and Vicinity, Cincinnati, Ohio; The frilly lace bib front and campus and/or the loaning of a
Prix de Paris, Gallerie Duncan, trimmed choker collar balances motor vehicle to an ineligible
Sophomore pictures will be made according to the following
Paris, France.
her tailored suit.
student driver. Such a violation schedule:
One man shows include: Lex_„,
__„ K„ „BOI. tn
Last Name:
also could result In the revocation Wednesd
October 9
A
through K
the registavlon of the vehicle. n..~mA-„"
October 10
G through K
suit
m -Aof $5
Mne ls char ad
ay
"THEY SAY FINGERS WERE MADE BEFORE FORKS'- SWIFT
October 11
L through P
GaUery
LoSsvUle Kentucky' ed a bright orange, yellow, brown to permanently and properly In- Mond*y
October 14
Q through Z
OR COIN OR STERLING OR BRASS OR PEARL-HANDLED FLATWARE
^udfo Gallerv New Albany Ir.1 •*» white silk scarf In a geo- stall decals on vehicles. Fine
Girls wear medium .shade blouse or sweater; no large ear'
metric design to compliment the for the second offense would be rings or other jewelry; pearls are permissable. Men wear meditnnn
-t
AND BEFORE CHOPSTICKS.
$10.
ium or dark coat and tie. (No loud sport coats, please.)
f
„„ . .. „
,
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT
Also, $2 is the fine for each IF YOUR PICTURE IS TO APPEAR IN THE 1969 MILESTONE
Campus Flick
6LYND0N HOTEL
time a vehicle ls improperly
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475
Freshmen pictures will be made according to the following
parked.
:#•:•:•
schedule:
Last Name:
"We try to hear cases fairly,""
HIRAM BROCK
A throug D
Rehfuss said, "but we try not to Monday
September 30
E through G
October 1
Tuesday
be too lenient."
AUTITO RIUM
H through K
OcCfSer 1
Wednesday
L through N
October.3
Thursday
O through R
October
4
•Staarlng
Friday
October 8—Thursday
S through V
October 7
Monday
SPEEDWAY
W
through Z
October
8
Tuesday
Elvis Presley, Nancy Sinatra
(Continued
from
Page
One)
October 4—Friday
IF IT 5 0UALITY YOU HI 100KING FOR
HIE CHAMPAGNE MURDERS versity of Tennessee, Knoxvllle,
Anthony Perkins,
Tennessee. Deadline for nomSure, you get sore u "STS IWNG WOMUU"!
Yvonne Furneaux
inations is October 20.
Tnejr crtwl into tires through road bumps,
Maurice nonet
curb scuffs, worn steering para. They costj
The
Foundation primarily
Stephane Audran
you plenty in tire wear, blow-outs,
seeks
candidates
In the huOctober 5—Saturday
ACCIDENTS. Sure cure is a safety check-up
manities and social sciences.
NAVAJO JOE
WOU it's too late—the kind your car
gets on our scientific MAX equipment
Bert Reynolds,
but science and mathematics
Nicholetta Machlavelli
majors with a clear Interest In
October 1—Monday
a teaching career are also elSERGEANT RYKER
igible.
Lee Marvin, Peter Graves
Thank Ynr ttpair Mai Ftr
Vera Miles
A Foundation- supported FelHighway 227
The AcCNNfl* Tnof
low or a married Fellow without
October 8—Tuesday
Didn't Happn"
children receives a stipend of up
No Movies
Pro Basketball—
Between Winchester and Boonesborough
to $2,000 for one academic year.
Raiders vs. Colonels
Married
male
Fellows
with
CREDIT CARDS
children receive an additional
October 9—Wednesday
Trail Rides — Picnic Area
HONORED
allowance of $1,000 for the first
WHERE WERE YOU
WHEN THE LIGHTS
child and $250 for each additional
WENT OUT? child. In addition, the FoundaOpen Daily 10-6
Doris Day, Robert Morse,
tion contributes up to $1,000 toPatrick O'Neal
ward graduate tuition.
Wheel & Axle Service
October 10 — Thursday
GUNN
Phone: 623-2840
Cruig; Stevens, Laura Devon
no West Irvine Street
October 11 — Friday
Richmond, Kentucky # 4°47»
OPERATION RID BROTHER
Neil Counery, Duidela Blanchi
Adolfo Cell

Student Court

Pant Suit

Art Department wuueii, a sophomore who is

Casual Wear

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
Tussey Spray Deodorant
Bonus Size
79c
Suave Hair Spray
13 Oz.
79c

Editors Attend Convention

Milestone Picture Schedule

r^SSlTcStoSf USSR ***** - "HH "■ '

COLLINS
DRUG STORE

m

m

« ^^•5KK?

Smant

Jflanp iHoon* Antique*
New Moons Gifts

m
1

Woodrow
Wilson

WOBMIE;

Horses

DANIEL BOONE
RIDING STABLE

COOL IT IN NO-IRON
CRISP SHIRT SHIFTS

Scoop 'em up
in florals,
tatter sail checks
I
or paisley
■I

Randall-Logsdon

ELDERS

SAFETY HEADQUAITE1S

NEXT DOOR TO GLYNDON HOTEL

Richmond's
Family Store
Since 1893

only

|

^p^MMttP<£f$4Hm>
A M O N D

RINGS

^VCJMI#4J

1 fl

M

K1

OHATILAINB •

McCORD

T

..

Jewelry^

hnfl

M
Mm

Wi

1

• FROM $1«0

for that first
flawless impression
"Fireside Fantasy"
by Jean Castle

2

99

Everything about these
button-franters is super...
except the price! The per-

In one grouping, an
entire wardrobe with
the positive approach.
Skirt and sweater
coordinates of 100$c
wool, in Smoke Grey,
Chestnut and White
combinations. V-neck
links cardigan, 34-42,
14.00. Turtle neck shell
(contrast color tipping
on collar) 34-40, 10.00.
Starburst A-line skirt,
5-15, 8-20, 14.00. Shirt
cardigan, 3442, 12.00.
Plaid A-line skirt, 5-15,
8-18, 16.00. Both skirts
fully lined.

manent press cotton and
polyester that waves away
wrinkles... keeps its crisp.
The smart and careful tailoring. The classic styling
with button-down or poet
collars, barrel cuffs. The
marvelous colors. Come in
... treat yourself ... and
wear now through fall.
It's Easy to Charge ■>

"WHERE YOUR
CREDIT IS

ALWAYS

GOOD-

Main At Second
Richmond. Kentucky

134 West Main
^^ IF IT S QUALITY YOU Rt LOOKING FOR

*

\

. •)
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FIRST

FIRST
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Church of the Nazarene

MA IN AT LANCASTER

REV. R. R. CANNON. Minister
Ph. 623-2430

EPISCOPALIANS
YOUR CAMPUS CENTER

136 ASPEN AVE.
Ph. 623-5510

RELAX
MEET ...<....
PLAY
STUDY
COUNSELING
LAUNDRY ...
VESPERS

— MINISTER —
CHARLES L BLAKEMORE
— ASSOC. MINISTER —
DONALD L. SCOTT

OPPOSITE MAIN GATE
SUNDAY:

CHURCH SCHOOL — 9:30 A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP — 10.45 A.M.
EVENING FELLOWSHIP — 6:00. P.M.
THURSDAY: KIVA - SUPPER - DISCUSSION 5:30 P.M.
COFFEE HOUSE — 7:00 P.M.
CHANCEL CHOIR — 7:00 P.M.
STUDENT - FACULTY - ADMINISTRATION DINNER OCT. 6
6:00 P.M. RESERVATIONS MAY BE CALLED IN
TO THE CHURCH OFFICE 623-4383

-.

SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL
9:45 A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP .... 10:45 A.M.
YOUTH TIME
6:45 P.M.
EVENING SERVICE
7:30 P.M.
WED. NIGHT PRAYER .... 7:30 P.M.

WORSHIP

r
CHRIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
WATER AND LANCASTER
623-1226
SUNDAY:
9:00 A.M. HOLY COMMUNION
10:45 A.M. MORNING PRAYER SERMON
WEDNESDAY: 5:30 P.M. HOLY COMMUNION
7:00 P.M. INQUIRERS CLASS
The Rev. John Cavendish, Rector-Chaplain
Phone 623-2564

BRESEE FELLOWSHIP
A Christian Activity For Students

'WELCOME EASTERN STUDENTS"
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
W. MAN AT LANCASTER
129
Big Hill
Avenue
623-1592

ROBERT J. SCOTT
Minister

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Phone 623-3580

109 BAKER COURT

"That ye might
FREE TRANSPORTATION

have life abundantly"

Is Provided From Daniel Boone Statue
15 Minutes Before Serving
SERVICE SUNDAY:
10.00 A.M. Bible Classes
10:45 A.M. Worship
7:00 P.M. Worship
WEDNESDAY:
7:00 P.M. Biple Study
STUDENT DEVOTION ON CAMPUS
TUESDAY: 6:30 P.M. COMBS 301
Don Oelze, Minister
623-9388

BIG HILL AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
THIS YEAR,BECAUSE OF THE DISTANCE TO THE CHURCH
FROM THE CAMPUS, WE ARE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE—
FREE BUS SERVICE
THE STUDENT BUS WILL PASS IN FRONT OF ALL
DORMITORIES EACH SUNDAY, STARTING AT APPROXIMATELY 9:30 A.M. THE WORSHIP SERVICE SUNDAY
WILL START AT 10:45 A.M.

■

9:45
10:45
7:00
7:45

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

THE FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Cordially Invites You To Attend Its Services

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

JOIN THE
NEWMAN MOVEMENT

SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP
WEDNESDAY PRAYER
CHOIR

MAIN AT LANCASTER
Rev. T. L. McSwain, Minister

FOR THE CATHOLIC STUDENT
ON THE SECULAR CAMPUS
MRS.

— FUNCTIONS —
LITURGY — MASS — SACRAMENTS

REV.

D. BELAIRS

OVERCASH

Campus

Minister

Worker

623-5323

623-6104

ST. MARK CHURCH
SUNDAY:
8:30 A.M. MORNING WORSHIP
10:45 A.M. MORNING WORSHIP
9:30 A.M. SUNDAY SCHOOL
(Colleqe Dept.r
6:30 P.M. DISCUSSION GROUPS
7:30 P.M. EVENING WORSHIP
WEDNESDAY:
6:00 P.M. FELLOWSHIP SUPPER
6:30 P.M. PRAYER SERVICE

MASSES ON SUNDAY
7:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
10.15 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
CHAPLAIN, REV. JOHN J. McGUIRE
PRESIDENT. KENNY KEEBLER

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
WESLEY FOUNDATION

W. MAIN
SERVICES
SUNDAY: 9.30 A.M. COFFEE & DOUGHNUTS SERVED IN
COLLEGE CLASS FOLLOWED BY STUDY
ON CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE AND LIFE
.

11:00 A.M. MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
6:00 P.M. SNACK SUPPER IN FELLOWSHIP HALL
FOLLOWED BY PROGRAM

.

.

PRESIDENT.
JIM PERKINS

MINISTER,
REV. MARTY WILSON

The Baptist Student
Union provides
opportunity for
spiritual growth
and understanding
for the entire
University Community.

Rev. Dwight K. Lyons
wants to invite
each of you to
come by and pay
us a visit.

THE BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
325 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

THE METHODIST CAMPUS CENTER
University Drive

We Also Invite You To Participate
In Our Weekly Schedule

We would like to extend a warm welcome
to all students. This year we appreciate the opportunity to have the only Sunday Morning Worship Service on campus (designed for the college student).

MONDAY: 4:00—THEOLOGICAL ROUNDTABLE
6:30—VESPERS
TUESDAY: 4:00 FRESHMAN FORUM
6:30 VESPERS

■Mil

WIDHUOAT

tifp>

nuiSMY

Ml u»

MIDAr • IATVMOAT - <*~ ■»

c*

HUM

Fellowship

b. . ■■*. . ... -w.*r

-—

W«B-

Faith

—

Fun

_

WEDNESDAY: 6:30 VESPERS
THURSDAY: 4.30 ANN HASSELTINE
YOUNG WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
6:00 BSU CHOIR
FRIDAY: 6:00 BIBLE STUDY

\
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earthing Jor AJUalHeantttft3toltfe 9
Go to Ctaek Sunday.... Ym jut ntigltt |fntAit
FIRST

EPISCOPALIANS
YOUR CAMPUS CENTER

Church of the Nazarene

A
FIRST
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

136 ASPEN AVE.
Ph. 623-5510
t REV. R. R. CANNON, Minister
Ph. 623-2430

MAIN AT LANCASTER

t« ..

RELAX
MEET
PLAY .....x
STUDY
COUNSELING

■

;

_ MINISTER —
CHARLES L. BLAKEMORE

LAL/iNUi\T

— ASSOC. MINISTER —
DONALD L. SCOH

••••••••••••••••••

V t ji tKo • • • • • •• • • •• • •/•• • • •*

»

OPPOSITE MAIN GATE
SUNDAY:

CHURCH SCHOOL — 9:30 A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP — 10.45 A.M.
EVENING FELLOWSHIP — 6:00 P.M.
THURSDAY: KIVA - SUPPER - DISCUSSION 5:30 P.M.
COFFEE HOUSE — 7:00 P.M,
CHANCEL CHOIR — 7:00 P.M.
STUDENT-FACULTY-ADMINISTRATION DINNER OCT. 6
6:00 P.M. RESERVATIONS MAY BE CALLED IN
TO THE CHURCH OFFICE 623-4383

SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL
9:45
MORNING WORSHIP .... 10:45
YOUTH TIME
6:45
EVENING SERVICE
7:30
WED. NIGHT PRAYER ...V 7:30

-

WORSHIP

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

CHRIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
WATER AND LANCASTER
623-1226
SUNDAY:
9:00 A.M. HOLY COMMUNION
10:45 A.M. MORNING PRAYER SERMON
WEDNESDAY: 5:30 P.M. HOLY COMMUNION
7:00 P.M. INQUIRERS CLASS
The Rev. John Cavendish, Rector-Chaplain
Phone 623-2564

BRESEE FELLOWSHIP
A Christian Activity For Students

■WELCOME EASTERN STUDENTS"
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
W. MAIN AT LANCASTER

ROBERT J. SCOH
Minister

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Phone 623-3580

109 BAKER COURT

"That ye might

FREE TRANSPORTATION

have life abundantly"

Is Provided From Daniel Boone Statue
15 Minutes Before Serving
SERVICE SUNDAY:
10.00 A.M. Bible Classes
10:45 A.M. Worship
7:00 P.M. Worship
WEDNESDAY:
7:00 P.M. B%le Study
STUDENT DEVOTION ON CAMPUS
TUESDAY: 6:30 P.M. COMBS 301
Don Oelze, Minister
623-9388

BIG HILL AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
THIS YEAR.BECAUSE OF THE DISTANCE TO THE CHURCH
FROM THE CAMPUS. WE ARE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE—
FREE BUS SE.RVlCE
.,".....,,.
THE STUDENT BUS WILL PASS IN FRONT OF ALL
DORMITORIES EACH SUNDAY, STARTING AT APPROXIMATELY 9:30 A,M. THE WORSHIP SERVICE SUNDAY
WILL START AT 10:45 A.M.

SERVICES
SUNDAY. SCHOOL ...... C...... 9:45 A.M.
WORSHIP
10:45 A.M.
WEDNESDAY PRAYER
7:00 P.M.
7:45 PM
CHOIR
-

THE FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Cordially Invites You To Attend Its Services

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
JOIN THE
NEWMAN MOVEMENT

MAIN AT LANCASTER
Rev. T. L. McSwain, Minister

FOR THE CATHOLIC STUDENT
ON THE SECULAR CAMPUS
— FUNCTIONS —
LITURGY — MASS — SACRAMENTS
.

REV.

MRS.
D. BELAIRS

OVERCASH

Campus

Minister

Worker

623-5323

623-6104

ST. MARK CHURCH
SUNDAY:
8:30 A.M. MORNING WORSHIP
10:45 A.M. MORNING WORSHIP
9:30 A.M. SUNDAY SCHOOL
(Colleqe Dept.)
6:30 P.M. DISCUSSION GROUPS
7:30 P.M. EVENING WORSHIP
WEDNESDAY:
6:00 P.M. FELLOWSHIP SUPPER
6:30 P.M. PRAYER SERVICE

MASSES ON SUNDAY
7:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
10.15 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
CHAPLAIN. REV. JOHN J. McGUIRE
PRESIDENT. KENNY KEEBLER

W. MAIN
SUNDAY: 9.30 A.M. COFFEE * DOUGHNUTS SERVED IN
COLLEGE CLASS FOLLOWED BY STUDY
ON CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE AND LIFE
11:00 A.M. MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
6:00 P.M. SNACK SUPPER IN FELLOWSHIP HALL
FOLLOWED BY PROGRAM
!

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
WESLEY FOUNDATION

PRESIDENT,
JIM PERKINS

MINISTER,
REV. MARTY WILSON

The Baptist Student
Union provides
opportunity for
spiritual growth
and understanding
for the entire
University Community.

Rev. Dwight K. Lyons
wants to invite
each of you to
come by and pay
us a visit.

THE BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
♦ "-•

325 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

THE METHODIST CAMPUS CENTER
University Drive

MONDAY: 4:00—THEOLOGICAL ROUNDTABLE
6:30—VESPERS
TUESDAY: 4:00 FRESHMAN FORUM
6:30 VESPERS »

We Also Invite You To Participate
In Our Weekly Schedule

We would like to extend a warm welcome
to el students. This year we appreciate the opeerh—Hy to have the only Sunday Morning WorService on campus (designed for the colU. .
- i
-

J.

t

Utfm.
IT Up.

PHSAT - UTOUMT - Oj- ■»-. .
am UMH w . «bh

Fellowship

—

*»..-W.*T

»■•-"

Faith

—

Fun

«i

WEDNESDAY: 6:30 VESPERS
THURSDAY: 4.30 ANN HASSELTINE
YOUNG WOMAN'S AUXILIARY^6:00 BSU CHOIR
FRIDAY: 6:00 BIBLE STUDY

J

a
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Oti's American Oil

Cook Speaks To Young Republican Club

Service Station

By JOHN PERKINS
Staff Writer
Jefferson County Judge Marlow Cook, in a campaign
address at Eastern, advised his audience of 300 Young
Republicans that the United States "either win or get out"
of the war in Vietnam.
The GOP senatorial candidate When asked about gun reglsfrom Louisville cited President tratton, Cook revealed his strong
Lyndon Johnson's failure to con- sentiments against Congress' result the United Nations before cent gun legislation, "not for
entering
massed
American emotional reasons, but for practroops Into Vietnam, as one of tical ones." "I have three shotthe main factors governing his guns at home," said Cook, "what
opinion about the war.
if someone broke into my house
Cook reminded the audience and stole one of them to cornthat President Harry Truman mit a crime? If my guns were
informed the United Nations of llscensed, I would have to clear
the hostile conditions in Korea my name because my shotgun
U
in the early 50's and asked the was used in the crime."
support of the world organizaHe also theorized that the
tlon In the Korean conflict. By crime element of the United
this action, Cook said, The Unl- States would surely not bother
ted States received the military to register their firearms. Judge
support of many of its allies. Cook said he believes that- the
"President Johnson did not con- problem of gun registration and
suit the UN about the Vietnam violence in general would be a
Shef Brafhonr, playing the role of Sabina in Thornton Wildconflict and America has gone question that must be answered
er's play "The Skin of Our Teeth." appear to be faced with
Into war alone, except for a few by the
conscience of every
a most pcrpicxinR problem. Looking on is Fonso Belcher who
thousand Australllan and Korean American, and not Just by Conplayed the role of George Antrobus in the Little Theatre protroops ... In Just a few years gross.
duction.
(Staff photo by Craig Clover)
Johnson has taught the world a Quite often through his speech,
new word --escalation."
Cook attacked the present adminJudge Cook also attacked the 1st ration's excess spendlngs. He
present draft svstem in the Uni- gave several examples of extrated States. "Our present draft vagance on both the state and
Membership
Is
now
open
for
bers,
meetings,workshops,study
•
*
-..federal levels. Judge Cook said
i
jACE,
;E, a branch of the Associa- groups andopportunlttes to serve *
emeree!£7ln JS?!ii Z- that it was easy to form a
4l
, t
e
9
tlon
*b*SBconcerned
2~£!r&2£
S educational
S&«2S j£
y^tb?c
nScan
at^rs^^
commission
or committee
C
r
ternattonal,
withchil- 225r,
reattonal, !Sa.
social and
™ l£f£j^
!^£
£; for every
single governmental
>
I dren 2-12.
^BPS-ie.
in that a draft system created tl ?«««. «■*£ ■""**
The meeting -«1
will h.
be hid
held In
amarmncv tw«ntv- combine many related problems
*~- The policies and program oiMcGregor Hall's recreation
[ACE are In harmony with the „„„, on October 8th, at 6:30
Cook then presented his idea «■• wha* he "g* Th9 *****
purposes of ACEI, and are ex- p#m Refreshments will be servof
a "one year lottery draft of government."
pressed through good pro- ^ following the business meetin whici a
a ?*
4.-son's
system"
-.son's The speaker regretted the loss
' fessional experiences for mem- jng#
eligibility would be shortened of government "science", and
"to "one year. This system, Judge pledged himself to restore It,
Cook said would relieve the bur- no* onIy ln ti» form of econoden of an* eight year draft ellgi- mical government , but to all
bllity from the back of many of aspects of the governmental proour young men.
cesses.

On The By-Pass

Howard "OH" Stacker
Owner and Operator
Dial 623-3872

[

American Oil Gasoline Products
Atlas Sssessories

TAPE PLAYERS
CAR and HOME

Well, Well

OVER 300 TYPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS

ACE Membership Open

Car Tope Players - Home Tape Players - Stereo
"Your Electronic Headquarters"

t^mmMit stere135 w. ,*V,NE T.
JJy/ ^ ^tt|Tf//

severs iSHfibSfis.*** **& rrs^^T^

CITY TAXI

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400
AIL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE
•

Canfield Motors
!

. ;

OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
,I

Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010

-'

Cook Speaks
Republican senatorial candidate Marlow Cook answers questions as he spoke to the campus Young Republican Club.
C.jok is opp-sed in the November election by Democratic
candidate Katherine Pedcn.
(Staff photo by Ken Harlow)

Richmond Community College
Initiated For Fall Semester

ence. All are offered in the Col- Dr. Clawson, who holds a PhD
A college without walls or a tive entity, coordinating various lege of Business, the College of in Higher Education (College Edfaculty of its own opens its doors two - year programs scattered Education, or in the College of ucation) from Florida State Unithroueh the University's five,
this fall.
has served as dean of
academic
colleges. The respon- Applied Arts and Technology, with versity,
It Is the Richmond Community
the
transfer
division, Lake City]
most
of
them
in
the
last.
College. Its first dean, Dr. Ken- sibilities of Dean Clawson will
Junior College In Florida; asPrograms
in
the
Richmond
neth Clawson, says it is a new Include: identifying needs for ne* Community College are Job • sistant dean of Abraham Baldwin
dimension of service offered by programs and assisting in their oriented," Clawson said, "aim- College, Tlfton, Ga.; and as a
Eastern Insuring a community Heielepmeat ; publicizing exist- ed, in the main, at relatively prime developer of Florida Juncollege In this East Central Ken- ing programs among high school quick and practical results."
ior College at Jacksonville.
students; and counseling students
tucky area.
At Eastern, Dr. Clawson will
In
no
way
will
the
Richmond
"We feel that a community col- who may benefit by an early trans- Community College replace or teach one graduate course ln|
lege program offered by a senior fer from a four-year programme supplant any ot the university's education and will play a signinstitution his several distinct a two-year programificant role in the University's
While all four of the state'* colleges, Dr. Clawson said, but new program, for the prepadvantages over the two- -year
it
will
work
through
them
all,
community college operated at a regional universities have been except the graduate school.
aration of college teachers.
distance from the parent uni- authorized to establish com- Clawson also hopes to send
munity colleges, Eastern has
versity," said Dr. Clawson.
courses to institutions on an exFaculty, library resources,in- more two-year programs In op- tension basis as part of the Comstructlonal facilities and dorm- eration than any of the others, munity College's service. "We Kappa Kappa Sigma snychronitories are three possible ad- stated Stovall.
There are two-year programs might consider courses for in- lzed swimming tryouts will be
vantages of the Richmond Comalready
operating in 10 different mates at reformatories, or nur- held on Thursday October 10 at
munity College over the similar
ses in hospitals or soldiers on
community colleges operated departments at Easterntagrlcul- nearby .army posts," he said. Weaver Pool, at 6:00. Two practice sessions will be held. One
throughout the state by the Uni- ture, home economics, induswill
be on Monday, October 7,.
Students
in
the
Community
Coltrial
education,
industrial
techversity of Kentucky," according
to Dr. Thomas F. Stovall, vice nology, law en.orcement, nurs- lege programs may be eligible and one on Wednesday October 9,
president for academic affairs. ing, vocational crafts, recrea- for loans and scholarships, or both at 6:00. One of these sesEssentially, Richmond Com- tion supervision, electronic data tor placement in the work-study sions must be attended to be elimunity College is an administra- processing and secretarial scl- .program, the same as any other gible for tryouts. Bring you own
Eastern students, Clawson said. cap and towel.

^^RICHMOND, KENTUCH4
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Silence Breakers

KKS Tryouts

On the go? On or off campus, here's the casual pace-setter for
the all-round-fun part of your wardrobe. Monogram yours for a
faster intro. Wide assortment of sizes and all the "in" colors.
From $13.

212 WATER
STREET

Wit Htrtucrsity &l?op

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE
Terrace Helpy-Selfy
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY

ANNOUNCING
WEEK-END ~

Coin Operated Laundry

m

"It you're too busy studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do it for you.1*

NON - STOP

2 Blocks off W. Main,
Corner of Poplar & Lombard/ Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people.
Summer and year "round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For
illustrated magazine with complete details and applications
send $1.00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS),
133, rue Hotel des Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.

TO

0 i

PIZZA IS OUR SPECIALTY
NOT
A SIDELINE
^

V**

<cA

\

SEATING CAPACITY-OVER 100

Conveniently Located On Your Way Jo Town
Pile lined nylon snap front jacket
keeps out any cold snap. A great game-time,
winter-time companion. Warm cotton backed
acrylic pile lining in two contrasting colors.
S, M, I, XL

I.

RESERVED SEAT SERVICE

10.98

Carry-out or delivery
•234400
110 SOUTH SECOND STREET

Louisville
(STARTING SEPTEMBER 27th)
Friday Lv. Student Union Bldg.
Ar. Louisville

4:30 P.I
o:30 P.I

Sunday Lv. Louisville
Ar. Student Union Bldg.

7:30 P.I
9:30 P.I

ROUND TRIP FARE $8.10

Greyhound Bus Station Phone 623-2810

GO GREYHOUND
and leave the driving to us

>
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IN CONCERT
i: %

I *

Alumni Coliseum, 8:00 P.M., October 16,1968
Admission, Student Advance Rote - $2.00
At Door-$2.50
Tickets Available At EKU Bookstore And Cashier's Window.
Tour Direction: XW WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.
■ST. MM
NEW YORK

•

BEVERLY HILLS

PRESENT REGISTER
RECEIPT

• CHICAGO

•

LONDON

•

PARIS

•

ROME

• MADRID

CtASSOP,
COPYRIGHT HGP53964

ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL
CLASS RINGS

ll[ EflSIl KENTUCKY

WITHIN TEN DAYS
I

FOR FULL REFUND

'-•'.>;

WITH THE ORIGINAL" EASTERN
UN* WORN IY YOUR PARENTS
EKU OFFICIAL CLASS RINO
by JOSTENS
OejfrigK N*. onset*

DISTINCTIVELY HANDSOME
SUPERBLY DETAILED

'i

■AMPUS

astern

B AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
YOUR ORDER MAY IE PLACID ANY DAY
AT OUR JEWELRY DEPARTMENT

OOK

FOR

entucky

10K YELLOW COLD
■

■

Wi D» N*t

mm

TORE

| I Iniversity

TAX. INCLUDED
ON

Of

Ottw) *

<Qrt) or mm dwatk) *■»

I
I

